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ABSTRACT: A passive satellite radiometer operating at submillimetre wavelengths can measure cloud ice water path
(IWP), ice particle size, and cloud altitude. The paper first discusses the scientific background for such measurements.
Formal scientific mission requirements are derived, based on this background and earlier assessments. The paper then
presents a comprehensive prototype instrument and mission concept, and demonstrates that it meets the requirements.
The instrument is a conically scanning 12-channel radiometer with channels between 183 and 664 GHz, proposed to fly
in tandem with one of the Metop satellites. It can measure IWP with a relative accuracy of approximately 20% and a
detection threshold of approximately 2 g m−2 . The median mass equivalent sphere diameter of the ice particles can be
measured with an accuracy of approximately 30 µm, and the median IWP cloud altitude can be measured with an accuracy
of approximately 300 m. All the above accuracies are median absolute error values; root mean square error values are
approximately twice as high, due to rare outliers. Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society
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1.

Introduction

The use of passive submillimetre-wave measurements to
retrieve cloud ice water content and ice particle size was
suggested 12 years ago by Evans and Stephens (1995),
and refined in subsequent publications (e.g. Evans et al.,
1998). Since then, scientists have submitted several mission proposals that focus on this technique to US and
European space agencies (Kunzi, 2001; Ackermann et al.,
2005, 2006; Buehler, 2005). The purpose of this article is to present and explain the latest proposal to the
European Space Agency (ESA; Buehler, 2005), which
was made for the 2005 Earth Explorer call. The proposal was called ‘Cloud ice water path submillimetre
imaging radiometer’ (CIWSIR). The mission was not
selected directly for a pre-phase-A study, but there was a
strong recommendation to continue preparatory activities,

including the collection of more data with aircraft prototypes.
The paper draws not only on the work performed for
the mission proposal, but also on the work performed
within a subsequent ESA study (Jarret et al., 2007). More
details on the retrieval simulations that were performed
in that study can be found in Jiménez et al. (2007).
The structure of the paper is as follows: section 2
presents the scientific background and the specific objectives for a submillimetre-wave cloud mission. Section 3
deals with the derivation of formal scientific mission
requirements. Section 4 presents the prototype instrument
and mission concept, and demonstrates that it meets the
requirements. Finally, section 5 presents a summary and
some conclusions.
2.
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Background and objectives

2.1. Ice clouds
2.1.1. Ice clouds in the climate system
Cloud ice and water vapour are the two components of
the hydrological cycle in the upper troposphere, and both
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are currently poorly measured. The hydrological cycle is
the most important subsystem of the climate system for
life on the planet, hence its understanding is an important
scientific goal. Great progress has already been made
towards this goal, except in the upper troposphere, where
our knowledge is still very limited.
Ice clouds play an important role in the energy budget of the atmosphere. They are at high altitudes, absorb
long-wave radiation from below and, as they are cold,
emit little infrared (IR) radiation. This greenhouse effect
warms the Earth–atmosphere system. On the other hand,
cirrus clouds reflect incoming solar short-wave (SW)
radiation and hence cool the Earth–atmosphere system.
The net effect is crucial for the atmosphere, but will
depend highly on the cloud’s horizontal extent, vertical
position, ice water content, and ice particle microphysical properties, which all influence the cloud’s optical
thickness. Thus, the special properties of cirrus clouds
have a strong impact on radiative exchanges. Furthermore, cirrus clouds affect the atmospheric energy budget
by releasing latent heat during the depositional growth
of ice particles and by absorbing heat upon their sublimation. Eventually ice particles, if large enough, settle
through the atmosphere and may enhance precipitation
generation in lower clouds by the seeder–feeder mechanism (e.g. Houze, 1994).
The importance of clouds in weather and climate
processes has been recognized through a number of
observational and modelling studies and is emphasized
in the third Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC; Stocker et al., 2001).
2.1.2. Representation of ice clouds in climate models
All general circulation models (GCMs) for weather prediction and climate simulation now include the vertical
distribution of condensate (Doms and Schaettler, 1999;
Roeckner et al., 2003). Most models contain the liquid
and ice water content (LWC and IWC) as prognostic
variables, and forecast their value at each model time
step and grid point from separate water mass continuity
equations (e.g. Lohmann and Roeckner, 1996). However,
the models contain considerable uncertainties and oversimplifications, largely introduced by the assumptions
on ice sedimentation velocities and by the treatment of
advection from one time step to the next. Thus, recent
sensitivity studies, like the ones by Wilson (2000) and
Reinhardt and Wacker (2004), find that LWC and IWC
vary considerably depending on the assumptions made.
The vertically integrated IWC is called ice water path
(IWP). The climatologies of IWP in different climate
models have considerable discrepancies. John and Soden
(2006) show a comparison of the climatologies for zonal
annual mean IWP for the models in the IPCC AR4 model
data archive. They vary by up to an order of magnitude
between the different models. As the paper shows, the
discrepancies in the model-predicted IWP response to a
CO2 doubling are even more striking. Even the sign of the
response is uncertain. Some models predict an increase
of cloud ice at latitudes where others predict a decrease.
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

These discrepancies in IWP arise because the different
models make different assumptions on ice particle properties and on the thresholds used to convert cloud ice to
precipitation. Most important in this respect are assumptions on ice particle size, mass, and cross-sectional area,
because these properties directly influence the particle fall
velocities (Heymsfield and Iaquinta, 2000; Kristjansson
et al., 2000).
The effective size can be defined in different ways,
depending on application. For example, researchers working with IR radiative transfer often define it as the mean
diameter, weighted by the particle cross-section, Deff . We
prefer a definition that is closely related to the particle
mass, either the ice water content weighted equivalent
mass diameter, Dmean , or the median mass equivalent
sphere diameter, Dme . Values of Dmean and Dme are
numerically very close, but the value of Deff differs significantly from the other two. It is approximately 10–50%
lower (Heymsfield, 2003).
2.2.

Measurements

2.2.1. In situ measurements
In situ measurements with aircraft-borne sensors provide
the most detailed information on ice clouds. Good
summaries of recent measurement campaigns are given
in Lynch et al. (2002), and more recently in Heymsfield
et al. (2004), Stubenrauch et al. (2004a), and Gayet et al.
(2004). From these campaigns, we know the typical sizes
and shapes of ice particles in clouds. We have also
learned that ice particles tend to be larger at higher
temperatures and higher IWC, and tend to be smaller
for low temperature and IWC. However, the natural
variability is very large and therefore parametrizations of
the particle size distribution as a function of temperature
and IWC can only be rough approximations.
The validation of GCMs requires global data with long
time coverage. For economical and practical reasons, this
can not be achieved with in situ measurements.
2.2.2. Satellite measurements
Satellite-borne remote-sensing instruments can provide
frequent global measurements of the atmosphere on a
long-term basis. The existing instruments operate in
different parts of the electromagnetic spectrum and use a
number of techniques to detect and measure ice clouds.
IR sensors like the High-Resolution and Advanced
Infrared Sounders (HIRS and AIRS) measure thermal
emission from clouds, atmosphere, and surface. Opaque
ice clouds are radiatively colder than the surface, because
they are at high altitudes where the ambient temperature is low. Cirrus clouds with visible optical thickness
between 0.7 and 3.8 are called semi-transparent (Stubenrauch et al., 2004a). For these clouds the IR brightness
temperatures are higher than the ambient temperature.
Cirrus IR emissivities at different wavelengths allow us
to retrieve IWP and Deff for such semitransparent cirrus
clouds (Rädel et al., 2003; Stubenrauch et al., 2004b).
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 133: (S2) 109–128 (2007)
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Such clouds constitute approximately half of all high
clouds. On average they have an IWP of 30 g m−2 and
a Deff of 55 µm. For thicker cirrus clouds, the method
is not applicable, because they act like black bodies and
the sensor sees only the emission from the cloud top.
Sensors in the visible (VIS) spectral range, such
as the POLarization and Directionality of the Earth’s
Reflectances (POLDER) radiometer, see the sunlight
reflected by the clouds. The polarized reflectivity depends
strongly on ice particle size and shape, therefore such
measurements can be used for a retrieval of Dme and for a
rough crystal habit classification. The measurement only
works if the surface albedo is not too high. Furthermore,
for thick clouds the measurement is limited to particles
near the cloud top. Instruments like second Along-Track
Scanning Radiometer (ATSR-2) that have both VIS and
IR channels can use emitted and reflected radiation
simultaneously.
Microwave sensors, such as the Advanced Microwave
Sounding Unit (AMSU-B) and Special Sensor Microwave/Temperature (SSM-T2), detect the cloud transmission, seeing through even thick ice clouds. The principle
of this measurement is explained in detail in section 2.3.
The currently operational microwave sensors are sensitive
only to relatively thick ice clouds (e.g. Hong et al., 2005),
because the interaction of millimetre-wave radiation with
cloud ice particles is not very strong. For submillimetrewave radiation, the interaction is significantly stronger.
The potential of millimetre and submillimetre satellite
observations for cloud ice retrieval has been demonstrated
with data from the limb-sounding instruments Odin-SMR
(submillimetre receiver; Eriksson et al., 2007) and Aura
MLS (microwave limb sounder; Li et al., 2005). The high
incidence angles of these instruments limit the altitude
coverage, which starts around 11 km for SMR (500 GHz)
and around 6 km for MLS (230 GHz). The geographical
coverage is restricted to the orbit plane, where each
footprint corresponds to a horizontal area with a width
of a few kilometres and a length exceeding 100 km. This
makes individual ice cloud retrievals from these limbsounding instruments inaccurate when viewing clouds
with small horizontal extent, such as convective anvils.
Since April 2006, the American CLOUDSAT mission
(Stephens et al., 2002) has been flying a cloud profiling radar (CPR) at 95 GHz with high vertical resolution. Radar-only methods at 95 GHz have a dynamic
range in IWP from approximately 5 g m−2 to several 1000 g m−2 (G. Stephens, personal communication).
However, 95 GHz radar data alone do not give very accurate estimates of IWC and IWP, since the radar reflectivity depends on the particle size distribution, which
varies from cloud to cloud (Atlas et al., 1995). This shortcoming can be mitigated by using simultaneous optical
depth estimates from the Imaging Infrared Radiometer (IIR) or Moderate-Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) instrument or lidar-derived extinction
from the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP) instrument to constrain the particle
size distribution. (IIR and CALIOP are part of the
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society
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Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite
Observations (CALIPSO) mission (Winker et al., 2003),
which is flying in formation with CLOUDSAT and the
other A-train satellites. MODIS is part of the Aqua mission, which is also on the A-train.) A recent study by
Heymsfield et al. (2007) investigated the performance
of a large set of radar, radar-optical depth, and combined radar/lidar IWC and IWP retrieval algorithms,
using in situ aircraft data from Lagrangian spiral descents
and simulated measurements. Their conclusion is that
the radar/optical depth and radar/lidar combination can
retrieve IWP with an accuracy of better than 20%, for
cloud cases where both radar and lidar provide information (approximately in the IWP range from 20 to
100 g m−2 ). For higher IWP, the errors were found to be
larger because radar alone or radar/optical depth methods are less accurate and because of uncertainty in nonRayleigh scattering effects.
The planned ESA mission EarthCARE will also use a
radar and a lidar, combined with two passive sensors.
2.3. Basic mission idea
2.3.1. Science objectives
To improve climate prediction, it is necessary to validate
the IWC fields of GCMs and resolve the discrepancies.
For this purpose, direct global measurements of IWC
or its vertical integral IWP are required, at a resolution
compatible with the GCMs and fine enough to resolve
typical cirrus features. Global measurements of effective
particle size Dme are needed to constrain the GCMs’
assumptions on ice particle size, and hence ice particle
fall velocity.
2.3.2. Observation method
A schematic picture of the observation geometry is
shown in Figure 1. Since water vapour absorption is
strong in the submillimetre-wave spectral range, the
lower atmosphere is in most cases opaque. This has
the desired effect that the surface and low clouds do
not contribute to the upwelling radiation. Furthermore,
in this frequency range the interaction between cirrus
clouds and radiation is mainly by scattering, so emission
and therefore cloud temperature are not important. The
situation can be described to a good approximation as
that of a layer of cloud ice lying on top of a radiation
source. Hence, the effect of the cloud is to reduce the
brightness temperature compared to the clear-sky case.
The brightness temperature depression is proportional to
the IWP, except for saturation effects that occur for high
IWP at high frequencies. This linearity has the advantage
that radiation averages correspond to the radiation of
an average atmospheric state, i.e. problems related to
beam-filling in the presence of inhomogeneities are less
significant than for optical and IR techniques.
Figure 2 gives an example how thick ice clouds are
seen at microwave frequencies by the AMSU-B instrument. Figure 2(a) and (b) show some AMSU data at
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 133: (S2) 109–128 (2007)
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found in Rydberg et al. (2007)). At the high-frequency
end, the usable frequency range is limited by the rising opacity due to water vapour absorption, which will
hide the ice clouds from the satellite sensor at frequencies above roughly 1 THz. The submillimetre frequency
range thus presents a unique window for the observation
of ice clouds.
The interaction of ice particles with radiation depends
strongly on the ratio of particle size and wavelength.
Figure 3 shows the sensitivity to particles of different
sizes for some selected submillimetre channels. For comparison, the sensitivity for IR measurements and for
radar backscatter at 95 GHz (CLOUDSAT and EarthCARE CPR) are also shown. As demonstrated by the
figure, measurements at different frequencies can be used
to quantify the particle size distribution. To make accurate measurements of IWC or IWP, it is important that a
significant part of the size distribution is detected. (Significant here means a part that contains a significant fraction
of the total mass of ice.) Parts of the size distribution that
are not detected will lead to errors in IWC, because the
mass of ice hidden in particles of that size must be estimated from assumptions on the size distribution. This is
the reason why neither IR measurements (seeing only
very small particles), nor radar measurements (seeing
only very large particles) can provide very accurate estimates of IWC. Millimetre/submillimetre measurements,
combined with IR measurements for the very small ice
particles, can provide a reasonable coverage of the size
distribution.
3.

Figure 1. (a) The observation geometry. Some of the upwelling radiation is scattered away by the ice cloud. (b) Sensitivity of radiance
to IWP for some different frequencies in the submillimetre-wave
spectral range. Conditions: midlatitude winter, nadir viewing direction, homogeneous cloud between 5 and 7 km altitude, spherical ice
particles of 200 µm diameter. The simulation used a discrete ordinate iterative solution method (Emde et al., 2004) that is part of
the open source Atmospheric Radiative Transfer Simulator ARTS
(Buehler et al., 2005). This figure is available in colour online at
www.interscience.wiley.com/qj

183±7 GHz, and a model IWP field for comparison.
Figure 2(c) and (d) show simulated radiances for the
same AMSU channel and for a channel at 664 GHz. The
figure demonstrates that radiative transfer simulations in
the presence of ice clouds agree well with the available
observations at AMSU frequencies and that the cloud
signal is more pronounced at higher frequencies. (More
details on the radiative signature of cloud ice can be
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

Scientific requirements

As explained in section 2, uncertainties in the treatment
of ice clouds in climate models are one of the main
sources of uncertainty in climate predictions (Stephens
et al., 1990). Progress is difficult, as long as there are no
global data on ice water content and ice particle effective
size for all types of clouds. The purpose of this section
is to define the requirements for such data. Requirements
for numerical weather prediction (NWP), although not the
main goal of the proposed mission, are also considered.
3.1.

History

Scientific requirements for submillimetre-wave satellite
observations were examined in the context of three recent
ESA studies (Charlton et al., 2002; Golding and Atkinson, 2002; Sreerekha et al., 2006). In all three cases,
the task was carried out by scientists of the UK Met
Office. The focus was not exclusively on cloud parameters, but on all meteorological parameters for which
submillimetre observations could potentially add useful
information. The emphasis was on operational meteorology, but requirements for climatological applications
were also discussed. We will follow here to some extent
the approach of these earlier studies, but will put the
focus more strictly on cloud parameters. Results will be
quoted mostly from the latest of these studies, which we
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 133: (S2) 109–128 (2007)
DOI: 10.1002/qj
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) AMSU Channel 20 measurements at 183.31 ± 7 GHz over the UK and northern parts of continental Europe, on 25 January 2002.
The bright areas show the signature of the thick ice cloud associated with a frontal system passing over the UK. (b) Ice Water Path (IWP)
from the Met Office (UK) mesoscale model. (c) Simulated AMSU measurement, based on the mesoscale model atmosphere. (d) Simulated
measurement at 664 GHz. The simulations were done with the radiative transfer model ARTS, assuming a McFarquhar and Heymsfield (1997)
size distribution for the ice particles. This parametrization was chosen for convenience, and because it is the parametrization used for operational
EOS-MLS retrievals (Wu et al., 2006). The simulation for AMSU used the correct AMSU viewing angles, and the one for 664 GHz a fixed
viewing angle of 45° . Note the much stronger sensitivity to ice for the higher frequency.

will refer to as the ESA RT study. It incorporates the
results of the two earlier studies.
3.2. Definitions and methodology
Following Sreerekha et al. (2006), a scientific requirement is independent of technology and costs. It is a
statement of the range of meteorological fields required
for each different application and the resolution, accuracy
and timeliness required. The scientific requirement will
be different for every different application. This definition
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

of scientific requirement also means that it is independent of the costs and independent of the availability of
other observations. It is an absolute statement of requirement. The process of defining system requirements from
a scientific requirement must take account of many things
but most importantly the maximum cost–benefit and the
availability of other observations.
For each application, there is usually no abrupt transition in the utility of an observation as its quality changes;
improved observations (in terms of resolution, frequency,
accuracy, etc.) are usually more useful while degraded
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 133: (S2) 109–128 (2007)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 2. (Continued).

observations, although less useful, are rarely useless.
Moreover, the range of utility varies from one application to another. The requirements for each parameter
are expressed in terms of two values, an upper boundary
‘maximum’, ‘target’, or ‘objective’, and a lower boundary
‘minimum’ or ‘threshold’ requirement. The ‘maximum’
requirement is the value which, if exceeded, does not
yield significant additional benefits. Maximum requirements are likely to evolve; as applications progress,
they develop a capacity to make use of better observations. The ‘minimum’ requirement is the value below
which the observation does not yield any significant benefit for the application in question. However, as a system that meets only minimum requirements is unlikely
to be cost-effective, it should in most cases not be
used as a minimum target level (for an acceptable
system).
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

Within the range between the minimum and maximum requirements, the observations become progressively more useful. The ‘max/min’ method necessarily
oversimplifies many aspects of the problems of stating
scientific requirements; however, it has been adopted by
the WMO as a simple and workable approach for achieving high-level statements of requirements.
Note that the terminology for the definition of scientific requirements in different assessments is generally not
consistent. What we called ‘scientific requirement’ here
is called ‘user requirement’ in Sreerekha et al. (2006).
In the CIWSIR mission proposal (Buehler, 2005), the
same concept is called ‘observational requirement’; in
the requirement database of the Committee on Earth
Observation Satellites (CEOS) of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), it is called ‘observational user
requirement’ (Hinsman, 2003).
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 133: (S2) 109–128 (2007)
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Figure 3. (a) The sensitivity of measurements at different frequencies to particle size. To generate this figure, a fixed amount of cloud ice
(IWP = 0.001 g m−2 ) was put into narrow size distributions with different Deff . For each Deff , the difference between clear-sky and cloudy
radiance is displayed. For comparison, the two grey curves show the size sensitivity for IR radiances at 10 µm (solid), and for radar backscatter
measurements at 95 GHz (dashed). The right axis is for the radar curve, the left axis for all other curves. (b) Three typical ice particle size
distributions from the literature (mass per size bin), all normalized to a total IWC of 0.5 g m−3 .

3.3. CEOS/WMO requirement database
The CEOS of WMO maintains a database of requirements
for satellite observations of meteorological parameters
(Hinsman, 2002, 2003). We will refer to this as the
WMO/CEOS database.
Table I shows those elements from the WMO/CEOS
database that are relevant for quantitative observations
of cloud ice. The applications considered are: aviation
meteorology, regional NWP, global NWP, and the Global
Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX), as an
example of a climate application. The database contains
only requirements for ice mass, and no requirements for
ice particle size Dme . Even the requirements for ice mass
in this database have some problems, which have been
addressed in the ESA RT study and will be discussed in
section 3.4. Here, we just quote the CEOS requirements
as a starting point, without discussing them in detail.
Horizontal resolution requirements for IWC and IWP
measurements are similar. The minimum requirement is
between 100 and 250 km, depending on application. The
maximum requirement is between 10 and 50 km. For the
vertical resolution, the minimum requirement is 10 km
for global NWP, 5 km for most climate applications,
but below 1 km for aviation meteorology. The maximum
vertical resolution requirements range from 1 to 0.15 km,
depending on application.
The accuracy minimum requirement is quoted as
20–25% for IWC, but as an absolute amount of 20 g m−2
for IWP. Note that 20 g m−2 corresponds to 20% for
an IWP value of 100 g m−2 , the value of a moderate
cirrus cloud. (The role of absolute and relative requirements will be discussed further in section 3.7.) The maximum requirement for accuracy is 5–10% for IWC and
10 g m−2 for IWP.
The observation cycle minimum requirement is 12 h,
except for aviation meteorology, where it is 3 h. The
observation cycle maximum requirement is 3 h for climate applications, and between 1 and 0.5 h for NWP.
Concerning delay requirements, the database confirms
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

that climate applications can accept delays of a month
and more. For NWP the minimum requirement is 2–4 h,
and the maximum requirement is 0.5–1 h, depending on
application.
3.4. ESA RT study findings
This section briefly summarizes the findings of the
study that was carried out by the Met Office, UK, in
the framework of the ESA RT study (Sreerekha et al.,
2006). It focused on three applications: nowcasting,
global NWP, and climate studies. The study argues that
present-day NWP and future climate studies have similar
resolution requirements. The justification for this is that
by the time of the instrument launch, climate GCMs are
expected to run at resolutions similar to those of presentday NWP GCMs.
The results of the study for cloud ice requirements are
summarized in part (b) of Table I. For nowcasting, the
requirements on spatial resolution, observation cycle, and
delay were found to be even more challenging than for
aviation meteorology. For NWP and climate applications,
the study confirmed the minimum requirement on IWC
and IWP horizontal resolution of 250 km, but proposed to
reduce the maximum requirement to 10 km. For the IWC
vertical resolution, the maximum requirement was kept
at 0.3 km, but the minimum requirement was tightened
from 5 to 3 km. Other IWC requirements were retained
from the CEOS table.
For IWP an important change in the accuracy requirements was proposed. The change is in the minimum
requirement, which was relaxed from 20 g m−2 in the
CEOS table to 200 g m−2 . The rationale for this is
that thick ice clouds can have IWP values exceeding
3000 g m−2 , so that observations with an accuracy of
200 g m−2 would be useful at least in spotting rather
thick clouds.
Like the CEOS table, the ESA RT study did not discuss
requirements for ice particle size information. However,
it did discuss requirements for other meteorological
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 133: (S2) 109–128 (2007)
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Table I. Pure scientific requirements for cloud ice measurements.
Parameter

Horizontal
resolution (km)

Vertical
resolution (km)

Accuracy

(a) CEOS database, WMO/WCRP requirements, discussed in section 3.3
IWC
50–100
0.15–0.6
10–25%
IWC
10–250
0.3–10
5–20%
IWC
50–250
0.3–10
5–20%
IWC
50–250
1–5
5–20%
IWP
10–250
n/a
10–20 g m−2
IWP
50–250
n/a
10–20 g m−2
IWP
50–250
n/a
10–20 g m−2
(b) Additional requirements from ESA RT study, discussed in section 3.4
IWC
1–5
0.1–0.5
0.1–0.2 g kg−1
IWC
10–250
0.3–3
5–20%
IWC
10–250
0.3–3
5–20%
IWP
10–250
n/a
10–200 g m−2
IWP
10–250
n/a
10–200 g m−2
(c) Additional requirements from this study, discussed in section 3.5.
IWC
0.01–50
0.1–3
10–100%
IWC
1–50
0.1–3
10–100%
IWC
1–50
0.1–3
10–100%
IWP
0.01–50
n/a
10–100%
IWP
1–50
n/a
10–100%
IWP
1–50
n/a
10–100%
0.01–50
n/a
0.1–3 km
zme
1–50
n/a
0.1–3 km
zme
1–50
n/a
0.1–3 km
zme
0.01–50
0.1–3
5–50 µm
Dme profile
1–50
0.1–3
5–50 µm
Dme profile
1–50
0.1–3
5–50 µm
Dme profile
10–250
0.3–3
5–50 µm
Dme profile
10–250
0.3–3
5–50 µm
Dme profile
0.01–50
n/a
5–50 µm
Dme column
1–50
n/a
5–50 µm
Dme column
1–50
n/a
5–50 µm
Dme column
10–250
n/a
5–50 µm
Dme column
10–250
n/a
5–50 µm
Dme column

Obs. cycle
(h)

Delay
(h)

Application

1–3
0.5–12
1–12
3–12
0.5–12
1–12
3–12

1–2
0.5–2
1–4
n/a
0.5–2
1–4
n/a

Aviation meteorology
Regional NWP
Global NWP
GEWEX
Regional NWP
Global NWP
GEWEX

0.2–0.5
1–12
1–12
1–12
1–12

0.1–0.5
1–4
n/a
1–4
n/a

0.5–12
0.5–12
0.5–24
0.5–12
0.5–12
0.5–24
0.5–12
0.5–12
0.5–24
0.5–12
0.5–12
0.5–24
1–12
1–24
1–12
1–12
1–24
1–12
1–24

n/a
0.5–2
n/a
n/a
0.5–2
n/a
n/a
0.5–2
n/a
n/a
0.5–2
n/a
1–4
n/a
n/a
1–4
n/a
1–4
n/a

Nowcasting
Future global
Future global
Future global
Future global

NWP
climate
NWP
climate

Science applications
Future regional NWP
Future regional climate
Science applications
Future regional NWP
Future regional climate
Science applications
Future regional NWP
Future regional climate
Science applications
Future regional NWP
Future regional climate
Future global NWP
Future global climate
Science applications
Future regional NWP
Future regional climate
Future global NWP
Future global climate

In (a), requirements for different altitude regions have been combined, since they are nearly identical. See sections 2.1.2 and 3.5.2 for parameter
definitions.

observations that are relevant in the context of ice clouds.
These are summarized in section 3.6.
The study assumed similar observation cycle requirements for IWC and IWP for future global NWP and
climate applications (12 h minimum requirement). However, one can argue that a minimum requirement of 24 h
would still be sufficient to derive simple climatologies.
3.5.

Additional cloud ice requirements

Applications of cloud data and their requirements were
discussed with the study consultants and other selected
members of the NWP and climate community. The results
are summarized in part (c) of Table I, and are discussed
in the following subsections.
3.5.1. Requirements on IWP
Currently, the only estimates of IWP from several
years of satellite observations are for large-scale semitransparent cirrus clouds (see section 2.2.2). No estimates
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

exist for the IWP in mixed-phase clouds or the total
amount of ice in the atmosphere, with the exception of
rough estimates of the mean IWP of non-precipitating
cold clouds (70 g m−2 globally and 100 g m−2 in the
Tropics) from four months of combined International
Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) and Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) data (Lin and
Rossow, 1997).
In the absence of more accurate and general measurements, GCMs adjust their cloud microphysical
parametrizations until the global annual mean radiation
budget at the top of the atmosphere (TOA) is matched
within a couple of W m−2 . Therefore, the IWP varies by
a factor of 10 between different GCMs (John and Soden,
2006). All GCMs, however, match the cloud radiative
forcing from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment
(ERBE) and Clouds and the Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) satellites at the TOA within ±5 W m−2 .
This is only possible because errors in IWP can be
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 133: (S2) 109–128 (2007)
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compensated by errors in ice crystal size and cloud altitude.
Ice crystal size is a free parameter in climate models,
because empirical relationships that relate ice crystal size
to IWP or temperature yield differences in ice crystal
size by almost a factor 4 for an ice water content of
0.05 g m−3 and by almost an order of magnitude for an
ice water content of 1 g m−3 (Figure 4). However, ice
particle size influences not only the radiative properties,
but also the ice sedimentation velocity, therefore it is
important that the size assumptions in the models are
correct.
The relationship in Figure 4 has already been explored
in the range up to about 0.1 g m−3 using IR and SW
satellite data (Stubenrauch et al., 2007), but the important
discrepancies between parametrizations for larger IWC
will only be solved with the help of a mission using
submillimetre wavelengths.
When IWP estimates from space become available,
the amount of condensed water in the ice phase will
be restricted in GCMs, and GCMs will then be forced
to adjust to the radiation budget by varying ice crystal
size and/or cloud altitude. This will force the GCMs
to predict the right IWP for the right reasons, which
will increase the confidence for climate predictions. The
exact consequences for the predicted hydrological cycle
and radiation budget cannot be predicted offhand. It
is therefore difficult to derive quantitative requirements
for the IWP accuracy, however, given the present large
uncertainty, a reasonable estimate is that IWP information
between 10 and 100% accuracy will provide a significant
model constraint.
As to resolution requirements, the maximum horizontal
resolution requirement of 1 km for IWC and IWP data
for future regional NWP and climate applications comes
from the scale of convective cells, which is 1–2 km.
For science applications, there is no real limit for the
maximum horizontal resolution requirement, since data
with resolutions down to the metre range would be

scientifically very valuable for the development and
validation of cloud-resolving models. The maximum
requirement was therefore set to 10 m.
For the observation cycle there is also a large range
between minimum and maximum requirement. A minimum requirement of 24 h would still provide useful
information for climate applications, while even a maximum requirement of 0.5 h would still provide a benefit
for most applications.
3.5.2. Requirements on cloud altitude
If an observing system can deliver IWP, but not IWC
profiles, it may still be able to deliver important information on the vertical location of the cloud ice mass.
An appropriate parameter to describe this is the median
IWP cloud altitude, zme , in kilometres. Half of the ice
mass will be below zme , the other half above zme . Horizontal resolution and observation cycle requirements of
zme are identical to those for IWP. The accuracy requirements corresponds to the vertical resolution requirement
for IWC profiles, 0.1 (3 km)−1 .
3.5.3. Requirements on particle size
One reason for the discrepancies in cloud ice water
content between different climate models is that the
models make different assumptions on ice particle fall
velocities. These depend on the ratio of the particle mass
to its area perpendicular to the fall direction. Heymsfield
and Iaquinta (2000) have shown how this dependence
can be parametrized as a function of the particle size.
Thus, information on the effective particle size Dme can
be used to derive direct information on the effective ice
particle fall speeds. Figure 5 demonstrates the correlation
between Dme and the mean mass-weighted fall speed vm
of ice particle populations. The speed vm is the crucial
one for the downward ice mass transport, not the fall
speeds of individual ice particles.
Resolution, observation cycle, and delay requirements
for Dme come from the demand to have the information
which is simultaneous with the IWC or IWP information.
CRYSTAL FACE OBSERVATIONS (CITATION)
500

Vm (cm/s)

400
300
200
100

# 5–sec intervals=9920
Figure 4. Different parametrizations of effective ice crystal radius as
a function of ice water content. The parametrizations were taken from
Lohmann and Roeckner (1996), McFarlane et al. (1992), Boudala et al.
(2002), and Sun and Shine (1994). For those parametrizations that
depend on temperature in addition to the ice water content, two different
temperatures (−40 ° C and −70 ° C) were applied.
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Figure 5. A scatter plot of ice particle fall velocity versus effective size
Dme for data taken during CRYSTAL FACE.
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Table II. Requirements on auxiliary parameters for use in scientific studies with submillimetre cloud ice data, derived in the
ESA RT and earlier studies.
Parameter

Horizontal
resolution
(km)

Vertical
resolution
(km)

Accuracy

How met

Temperature
profile

10–500

0.3–3

0.5–2 K

Humidity
profile

10–500

0.3–3

5–20%

TWV
Cloud cover
LWP
LWC
PRL
PRS
3D wind profile

10–500
10–250
10–250
10–250
10–100
10–100
10–500

n/a
n/a
n/a
0.5–3
n/a
n/a
0.5–3

1–5 kg m−2
5–10%
10–100 g m−2
5–50%
0.1–1 mm h−1
0.1–1 mm h−1
1–8 m s−1

Clear: IR radiances from advanced polar
(e.g. IASI) and geostationary (e.g. MSG)
sensors, supplemented by MW radiances;
Cloudy: MW radiances, RO.
Clear: IR radiances from advanced sensors,
supplemented by MW radiances and RO;
Cloudy: MW radiances, RO.
MW radiances
IR multi-spectral
MW radiances
MW radiances
Rain radar, MW radiances
Rain radar, MW radiances
Atmospheric motion vectors

Acronyms: IR = infrared, MW = microwave, RO = radio occultation,
IASI = Infrared Atmospheric Sounding Instrument, MSG = Meteosat Second Generation,
TWV = total column water vapour, LWP = cloud liquid water path (total column liquid water),
LWC = cloud liquid water content, PRL = precipitation rate liquid, PRS = precipitation rate solid.
For brevity, observation cycle and delay requirements are not listed here, since they would follow to a large extent from the submillimetre data
used.

The requirements on Dme measurement accuracy come
from the size of the observed variations in Dme . A more
detailed discussion of Dme accuracy requirements follows
below in section 3.7.4.
For case-studies, more detailed data on cloud microphysics, such as full size and shape distributions, would
be very desirable. However, these parameters appear to
be beyond the scope of a global satellite mission and are
best measured by in situ instruments.
3.6.

Auxiliary parameters

This section briefly lists auxiliary parameters that are
expected to play an important role in the analysis and
interpretation of submillimetre ice cloud data. These are
data on temperature, humidity, cloud cover, cloud liquid
water, precipitation, and winds. Table II lists the requirements identified in the ESA RT study for these parameters, for future global NWP and climate applications.
Spatial resolution requirements for regional applications
will be higher, consistent with the higher resolution
requirements for regional applications in Table I. These

requirements appear adequate for scientific studies with
the submillimetre data. It is assumed that they can be met
by other sensors, as indicated in Table II.
There is another set of requirements for auxiliary
parameters: those parameters that are needed for submillimetre data processing. These parameters are listed in
Table III. The current prototype retrieval systems do not
use much a priori information, with the exception that
most simulations assume a temperature profile knowledge of 1 K and a surface emissivity knowledge of
0.03. (This applies to the simulations based on the Colorado training dataset, e.g. Buehler (2005), Evans et al.
(2002, 2005), and most simulations in the present study.)
The surface emissivity information has an impact only
on the usage of the data from the surface channel at
243 GHz.
3.7. Breakthrough ranges and scientific mission
requirements
As explained in section 3.2, pure scientific requirements
depend on application and are independent of technology,

Table III. Auxiliary parameters necessary for submillimetre data retrieval.
Parameter

Horizontal
resolution
(km)

Vertical
resolution
(km)

Temperature
profile

10–500

0.3–3

Surface
emissivity

10–500

n/a

Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

Accuracy

0.5–2 K
0.01–0.1

How met

Clear: IR radiances, supplemented by MW radiances;
Cloudy: MW radiances
Ocean: Wind-dependent emissivity models;
Land: Surface emissivity maps
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cost, and other missions. Technical instrument and mission requirements can not be directly derived from these
pure scientific requirements, because, firstly, the mission
will serve different applications, and secondly, the synergy with other missions has to be taken into account.
For mission sizing one needs a set of scientific
mission requirements, i.e. a set of requirements on the
observations that is specific for a submillimetre cloud
mission. We achieve this by discussing here likely
requirement breakthrough ranges. These are the ranges
between minimum and maximum requirement, where
there is the steepest gradient in the benefit as a function
of cost (Figure 6). Figure 7 illustrates how the different
requirement terms are related, and shows the workflow
from the pure scientific requirements to the scientific
mission requirements.
It is obviously not possible to derive the breakthrough
ranges in a rigorous way. However, the concept is still
Figure 7. Schematic illustration of how the different terms used in this
section are related. The scientific mission requirements are defined as
the breakthrough ranges in the pure scientific requirements.

useful. The exercise is particularly necessary for a cloud
ice mission, because maximum and minimum scientific
requirements can be very far apart for parameters that are
not covered by the existing global observing system. A
mission designed to meet only the minimum requirement
is not likely to be useful. Likewise, a mission designed
for the maximum requirement is likely to be prohibitively
expensive.
Subsequent paragraphs discuss individual parameters.
A summary is given in Table IV.
3.7.1. Other available data
Figure 6. Schematic illustration of the breakthrough range, marked
by the shaded area. A mission that performs close to the minimum
requirement is unlikely to be cost-effective, because the benefit is too
small. A mission that performs close to the maximum requirement is
also unlikely to be cost effective, because the cost is too high.

It is assumed here that the cloud ice data from the other
sensors (discussed in section 2.2) are available at the time
of the mission. To be useful, submillimetre data must
offer a benefit on top of these existing data. There are

Table IV. Scientific mission requirements for a passive submillimetre-wave cloud ice mission, derived from breakthrough ranges
in the pure scientific requirements for cloud ice observations.
Parameter

Requirement

Remark

IWP accuracy

Maximum of relative accuracy
and threshold

zme accuracy
Dme accuracy

10–50% relative
with 1–10 g m−2 threshold
100–500 m
10–50 µm

Spatial coverage
Horizontal resolution
Diurnal sampling
Observation cycle
Delay
Observation time period

Global/near global
5–20 km
Fixed local time (± 0.5 h)
6–24 h
1–4 h
7–1 years

Only for NWP

The delay range refers to NWP applications, since for climate and GCM validation/development applications the delay is not critical.
The accuracy requirement for IWP is the maximum of relative accuracy and threshold for each IWP value.
The horizontal resolution requirements assume continuous coverage, which will require an appropriate footprint overlap for a sensor implementing
the requirements.
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society
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two important datasets to be considered here. One dataset
consists of the global IWP data from IR sensors, which
can be derived for IWP values below approximately
90 g m−2 (Stubenrauch et al., 2004b). The other dataset
to be considered is the IWC profiles from active sensors
(CPR), which offer high vertical resolution but only
a relatively poor IWP accuracy and limited horizontal
coverage (Baptista and Leibrandt, 2001; Stephens et al.,
2002).
3.7.2. Horizontal resolution
As shown in Table I, horizontal resolution requirements
depend strongly on application. As an example, the
maximum horizontal resolution requirement for IWP is
50 km for current global NWP, 10 km for future global
NWP and climate applications, and 1 km for nowcasting
and future regional applications. The breakthrough range
thus depends on which applications are considered to be
the primary ones for cloud ice data.
Global NWP and climate applications will benefit
from cloud ice data, but the data use is hampered
to some extent by the fine spatial structure of ice
clouds, due to which they are not very well represented
in the models. Regional NWP and climate models,
on the other hand, can represent the cloud structures
more adequately than global models. Also, valuable
synergistic data are available on this scale from other
meteorological sensors. Applications on an even smaller
scale than the regional one, such as nowcasting and
cloud-scale simulations in conjunction with in situ data
from measurement campaigns, would also greatly benefit
from ice data. However, in that case the requirements
on spatial resolution, observation cycle, and delay are
exceedingly high.
The breakthrough range for horizontal resolution is
thus in the area that allows future regional and climate
model applications. It is estimated to range from ≈ 5 to
20 km. This will allow also global applications, of course,
since the requirement for regional applications are higher
than for global ones.
3.7.3. Vertical resolution
The span between minimum and maximum requirement
for vertical resolution in Table I is much narrower than
for horizontal resolution. This reflects the fact that
the atmosphere is much finer structured vertically than
horizontally. For example, temperature changes, which
translate into changes in ice microphysics, are much
larger vertically than horizontally. Moreover, the vertical
scale of cirrus clouds is approximately 1–5 km. Thus, a
vertical resolution much poorer than ≈ 3 km for a future
cloud sensor is not expected to be very useful.
For the maximum requirement on vertical resolution,
the tables from WMO and earlier studies themselves
are somewhat conservative in never giving a maximum
requirement that is more demanding than 0.1 km (for
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

nowcasting). In the strict sense, this maximum requirement is too low, because an even higher vertical resolution would give additional benefit, if not for operational
use, then for model validation and development.
The analysis shows that even the minimum requirement of the breakthrough range for profile vertical resolution is unlikely to be reached simultaneously with the
requirements for accuracy and coverage. Essentially, the
vertical resolution necessary to make cloud profile quantities useful would require sacrifices either in horizontal
resolution (by going to a limb geometry), or in IWC accuracy and coverage (by going to an active system).
The requirements of global coverage and high IWP
accuracy, without reliance on a priori information on
the size distribution, were judged more important than
profile information. Profile quantities were therefore not
included in the scientific mission requirements.
If high-vertical-resolution data from active sensors
were available simultaneously, the combination of both
datasets would offer a large benefit. On the one hand,
the high-resolution profiles from the active sensor could
be expected to considerably improve the retrieval performance for the submillimetre instrument, when used as
background information. On the other hand, the passive
submillimetre data could be used to better calibrate the
IWP retrievals from the active sensor data.
While not being able to deliver high-resolution profiles, a submillimetre mission can deliver cloud altitude
information, e.g. the median IWP cloud altitude, zme . The
maximum end of the breakthrough range for this quantity is the same as for the vertical resolution of profile
quantities, 100 m. For the minimum end of the breakthrough range, it has to be considered that cloud altitude
information (cloud-top altitudes) is also available from
other sensors. An instrument delivering close to the scientific minimum requirement (3 km) will therefore not
give significant additional information. It is judged that
zme should be measured to better than 500 m to be in the
breakthrough range.
3.7.4. Accuracy
For accuracy, the available databases state requirements
sometimes as absolute values, and sometimes as relative (percent) values. For quantities with a large dynamic
range, such as IWP, these two ways of stating a requirement are not at all equivalent. Figure 8 illustrates this.
It shows measurement accuracy versus IWP value, both
in logarithmic scale. The heavy line shows a hypothetical (but realistic) instrument performance curve. At high
IWP values, the absolute errors are expected to be higher
than at low IWP values. On the other hand, at low IWP
values the relative errors are expected to be high, with
absolute errors approaching a constant.
Thus, neither absolute nor relative errors alone are
adequate to describe a real measurement system. The
solution is to specify the requirements as a combination of
absolute and relative requirement (whichever is larger for
a given IWP value). The figure illustrates this by showing
Q. J. R. Meteorol. Soc. 133: (S2) 109–128 (2007)
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Absolute and Relative IWP Accuracy Requirements
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Figure 8. Absolute and relative accuracy requirements for IWP,
together with a hypothetical instrument performance curve. See text
for more explanation.

as the grey-shaded area a 10–50% relative requirement
range combined with a 1–10 g m−2 requirement range
for the detection threshold.
While the above arguments were based on the expected
performance of a measurement system, one can also
argue the case from the point of view of the data
application. There are two points to consider here. One
is the capability to detect cloud ice, which results in an
absolute requirement – the detection threshold. The other
point is to measure the amount of ice present, which is
better described by a relative requirement. Demanding
very high relative accuracy for very low absolute values,
or demanding very high absolute accuracy for very high
absolute values, is unreasonable.

(a)

Table IV contains for IWP a synthesis of the different accuracy requirements in Table I in the threshold and
relative accuracy form. The requirements in the CEOS
database and defined in the ESA RT study (Table I) are
specified as threshold only and thus differ widely. When
a requirement on relative accuracy is added, the requirement for the threshold has to be lowered considerably (see
Figure 8). The future regional NWP and climate requirement then translates to requirements of 10–100% relative
accuracy with 1–10 g m−2 threshold. We take this as the
breakthrough range for IWP accuracy, but tighten the
minimum requirement for relative accuracy to 50% to
account for the assumed availability of data with roughly
100% relative accuracy from active sensors. The minimum of the breakthrough range, 10 g m−2 threshold and
50% relative accuracy, would mean that the full relative accuracy of 50% is reached at IWP values above
20 g m−2 . This ensures that there is a sufficiently large
overlap in dynamic range to IR measurements, which
provide IWP information for IWP values below approximately 90 g m−2 . The maximum of the breakthrough
range, 1 g m−2 threshold and 10% relative accuracy,
would mean that the full relative accuracy of 10% is
reached at IWP values above 10 g m−2 .
The breakthrough range of 1–10 g m−2 for the threshold can be justified from CLOUDNET cloud radar data
(Figure 9). Although there is a significant number of
cloud scenes with very small IWP of 0.1 g m−2 or less
(Figure 9(a)), these clouds do not contain a significant
fraction of the total cloud ice (Figure 9(b)). For a threshold of 10 g m−2 , we can detect more than 95% of the
total ice mass, and for a threshold of 1 g m−2 practically
all.
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Figure 9. Midlatitude cloud ice statistics from CLOUDNET radar data. (a) cumulative cloud scene fraction. (b) cumulative cloud ice mass
fraction.
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For the effective particle size Dme , a simple requirement on the absolute measurement accuracy is appropriate, since the Dme value will always be between approximately 20 and 600 µm (Garrett et al., 2005; Donovan,
2003). Garrett et al. (2005) describe that the effective size
of ice particles in a tropical convective cirrus changed by
a factor of 2 across the cloud. Hence, expected variations in Dme are not orders of magnitude, as for IWP,
but smaller. The minimum requirement on Dme accuracy
must therefore not be too loose. On the other hand, it
makes no sense to demand extremely high accuracy for
the Dme measurement, without detailed information on
the full size and shape distributions. The latter point can
also be argued from the point of view of ice particle fall
velocities, since the fall speed is not very sensitive to
small changes in Dme (compare Figure 5 and Heymsfield
and Iaquinta (2000)).
These considerations lead to a breakthrough range for
Dme observations of 10–50 µm accuracy. In other words,
the accuracy range of 5–50 µm from Table I is more or
less retained as the scientific mission requirement range
in Table IV, only the maximum requirement is relaxed
slightly to 10 µm.
3.7.5. Observation cycle and spatial coverage
The issue of observation cycle is linked to the issue of
spatial coverage. The scientific requirements from the
WMO and later studies (Table I) do not say anything
about coverage, because in the strict sense of the definition, the minimum requirement for coverage is very
small (for example, even data over Europe alone would
not be useless) and the maximum requirement is global
coverage. Thus, it makes more sense to discuss coverage
here in the context of breakthrough ranges. As demonstrated by John and Soden (2006), large discrepancies
can be found in the representation of cloud ice in different circulation models at all latitudes. Since the objective
of a submillimetre ice cloud mission is to deliver the
data that are necessary to resolve these discrepancies,
global coverage is highly desirable. The breakthrough
range for coverage is thus set to global or near-global,
where near-global means global with some small gaps.
The gaps should not always be in the same geographical
area. For example, gaps between individual sensor swaths
could be tolerated, but missing the polar regions entirely
would reduce the benefit significantly. Table IV also summarizes the breakthrough ranges of spatial coverage and
other general observation requirements.
For the observation cycle, it is difficult to define a
breakthrough range, as this is not expected to improve
continuously with increasing cost, but in discrete jumps.
The 12 h minimum requirement from Table I was judged
to be too strict, especially for climate applications. It
is therefore relaxed here to 24 h. Since the general
observation requirements demand near-global coverage,
a faster observation cycle can only be achieved by adding
a second satellite, accompanied by a significant jump
in cost. The observation cycle would then jump to 12
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

or 6 h. There would indeed also be a big jump in
benefit because, especially with 6 h observation cycle,
new applications focusing on the diurnal cycle of ice
clouds become possible. The jumps in benefit for an even
faster observation cycle are not as big as this first one,
so the observation cycle breakthrough range is defined as
6–24 h.
An issue that then has to be discussed is diurnal
sampling. There are known to be diurnal cycles in
cloudiness, particularly for convective cloud types. There
are two strategies to address this issue in a satellite
mission, either to make the sampling of the diurnal
cycle a mission objective, or to eliminate its influence
on the measurement by measuring at fixed local time.
The scientific minimum requirement is the observation at
a fixed local time, and the maximum requirement is full
coverage of the diurnal cycle. But the issue of diurnal
cycle coverage is linked to the issues of spatial coverage
and observation cycle. With the given breakthrough
ranges of these parameters, measurements at different
local times would lead to an aliasing problem, rather than
to desirable additional information. The breakthrough
range for diurnal sampling is thus set to fixed local
time, plus or minus 0.5 h. This range comes from the
requirement that the diurnal cycle should not change
significantly between different observations.
3.7.6. Delay
Delay requirements are relevant only for operational
NWP applications, and not for climatology and model
development applications. The 1–4 h requirement from
Table I is firmly established by operational data users and
is therefore retained here.
3.7.7. Observation time period
As for the spatial coverage, there are no scientific
requirements on observation time period in the strict
sense, because both NWP and climate applications benefit
from an observation time that is as long as possible,
while on the other hand even a one-time observation is
not useless. Thus, the concept of the breakthrough range
is better suited to address this issue. One then has to
investigate for which observation time periods there are
big jumps in benefit. These will be related to atmospheric
cycles of different periodicity.
The first big jump in benefit occurs for an observation time period of 1 year, because it would allow the
sampling of the annual cycle. However, this is not satisfactory, firstly because the high variability of cloudiness
and the atmospheric state in general means that the representativeness of one year of observation is questionable.
Secondly, there is the variability associated with cycles,
such as the El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
Accordingly, the next jump in benefit occurs when
one ENSO cycle can be sampled, which requires an
observation time period of 5 to 7 years. The breakthrough
range for the observation time period in Table IV is
therefore set to 7–1 years.
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Figure 10. The submillimetre spectrum of a clear-sky and a cloudy midlatitude winter atmosphere, with bars indicating the positions of the
prototype instrument channels. A homogeneous cloud was assumed from 8 to 10 km with an IWC of 0.04 g m−3 , consisting of spherical ice
particles with 100 µm radius. The widths of the pass bands are drawn smaller than in reality (compare Table V), so that the individual channels
can be distinguished.

4.

Mission concept and performance

Within the recent ESA study ‘Establishment of mission
and instrument requirements to observe cirrus clouds at
submillimetre wavelengths’, retrieval simulations were
used to derive an instrument and mission concept that
fulfills the scientific mission requirements. The result
is presented here. The methodology of the retrieval
simulations is described in detail in Jiménez et al. (2007).
4.1. Instrument and mission concept
Figure 10 shows the channel positions of the prototype
instrument concept, relative to the atmospheric spectrum
for clear and cloudy conditions. The configuration that
was found optimal is nearly the same as in Buehler
(2005), except that the highest frequency channel was
dropped. (The rationale for that change is discussed
in section 4.2.) A further difference is that the dualpolarization capability of the highest-frequency channels
of the original concept was dropped, because retrieval
simulations did not provide sufficient proof that polarized
measurements give a significant benefit (Jiménez et al.,
2007).
Table V lists the channel positions explicitly, along
with the performance estimates that were derived by the
engineering team in the ESA study (Jarret et al., 2007),
under the lead of Sula Systems Ltd, UK. As in the original
proposal, the prototype instrument is a conical scanner,
which simplifies the data analysis considerably.
Details of the technical implementation will not be
discussed here. The interested reader is referred to
Jarret et al. (2007). However, Table VI lists some overall
characteristics of the prototype instrument. As the table
shows, the overall size, mass, and power consumption
of the instrument are modest. To fulfill the requirement
for simultaneous IR data, the mission will fly in tandem
with Metop or another meteorological satellite, which
determines the orbit parameters. The earth incidence
angle (≈53° ) of the conical scan is chosen such that the
requirement of near-global horizontal coverage in 24 h
is met, without giving up too much vertical coverage
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

Table V. Channel sets and estimated radiometric performance
of the prototype instrument concept developed in Jarret et al.
(2007).
Channel
set

Centre frequency
(GHz)

IF bandwidth
(GHz)

NET
(K)

183

183.31 ± 1.5
183.31 ± 3.5
183.31 ± 7.0
243.2 ± 2.5
325.15 ± 1.5
325.15 ± 3.5
325.15 ± 9.5
448.0 ± 1.4
448.0 ± 3.0
448.0 ± 7.2
664.0 ± 4.2

1.4
2.0
3.0
3.0
1.6
2.4
3.0
1.2
2.0
3.0
5.0

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.5
1.0
0.8
0.7
1.9
1.4
1.2
1.5

243
325

448

664

Table VI. A summary of the main characteristics of the
prototype instrument concept developed in Jarret et al. (2007).
Parameter

Value

No. of channels

12
(in 11 different frequency bands)
Polarization
Single, all bands
Spatial resolution
All bands: 15 km × 15 km
(except 664 GHz: 7.5 km × 7.5 km)
Sampling
20% overlap
(along track and along scan)
Scan rate
≈33 rpm
Earth incidence angle ≈53°
Beam efficiency
> 95%
Mass
51 kg
Power
70 W
Overall envelope
1.0 m × 0.7 m × 0.4 m

of low-altitude clouds, which is a problem for even
shallower earth incidence angles.
A remarkable feature of the prototype instrument is
that the highest frequency channel at 664 GHz is realized
by a pair of radiometers (with fields of view positioned
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orthogonally to the scan direction), so that this channel
has twice the spatial resolution of the other channels.
Besides the science benefit, this facilitates the use of a
single aperture for all channels, since the large reflector
then does not have to be so under-illuminated for this
channel.
4.2. Performance relative to retrieval accuracy
requirements
Retrieval simulations were used to test different channel combinations and other instrument options for the
prototype instrument concept. The simulations used a
neural network (NN), together with a stochastic training dataset of atmospheric states and associated radiances. The training data contained random cloud profiles,
including random sizes and shapes of ice particles, with
statistics consistent with radar and in situ aircraft data.
The methodology and results of these simulations are discussed in detail in Jiménez et al. (2007). Here, we will
show only the performance simulation for the selected
prototype configuration, and compare the simulated performance to the scientific mission requirements.
The state variables considered are IWP, Dme , and zme .
Errors are reported as the median of the absolute values of
the retrieval errors for all the realizations in the dataset.
If relative errors are given, they are calculated as the
difference of retrieved and true value divided by the true
value. Median absolute errors are used because they are
more robust against rare outliers than root mean square
(RMS) errors, which are approximately twice the median
absolute errors in these simulations.
The performance of the instrument is judged by
an error characterization based on simulating only the
main random uncertainties in the observing system. This
implies that any possible systematic errors related to the
forward model or the sensor are assumed to be smaller
than the investigated stochastic errors. This assumption
is appropriate at the current level of detail of instrumental knowledge. Regarding forward model uncertainties,
those assumed to have a larger impact on the retrievals,
such as an imperfect knowledge of the temperature or
surface emissivity, are added when generating the training datasets. Regarding measurement errors, the sensor
is characterized by an effective system temperature for
each channel, and its derived noise equivalent temperature (NET) is used as the measurement uncertainty in
the simulations. The NET values for each channel are
given in Table V.
The system model is a 1D one, which is an established
procedure for downlooking sensors. This means that the
atmospheric state is assumed to vary only in the vertical,
and each instrument pixel is treated independently. Also,
sub-pixel structure of the cloud field is neglected. Davis
et al. (2006) have shown that in some cases the 3D
structure of clouds can have a significant impact on
simulated radiances. The dominant effect was found to
be that of sub-pixel structure (beam-filling effect), rather
than 3D radiative transfer effects. Despite these known
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

shortcomings of the 1D approach, it was judged to be
adequate for a basic mission performance study. This
could be refined in later studies.
Simulations were carried out not only for a pure submillimetre instrument, but also for the case that radiances
from an IR instrument with channels at 10.7 and 12 µm
are additionally available for the inversions. The IR channels were assumed to sample identical atmospheres as the
submillimetre radiances, that is, collocation between the
submillimetre and IR measurements was assumed to be
perfect and the propagation path was assumed to be the
same. The assumed noise level for both IR channels was
0.6 mW m−2 (cm sr−1 ), corresponding to approximately
0.5 K noise at 260 K scene temperature. It should be
mentioned that a further IR channel at about 8.3 µm may
further improve the performance, especially if ice crystals
in cirrus are dominantly aggregates (compare Figure 5 of
Rädel et al., 2003), but such a channel was not assumed
to be available here.
Figure 11 shows the simulated performance for IWP,
Dme , and zme . Retrieval error statistics are plotted for two
different atmospheric scenarios, tropical anvil clouds and
midlatitude winter synoptic cirrus. For IWP the instruments with and without complementary IR channels meet
the scientific mission requirements for both investigated
atmospheric scenarios. In the tropical case the instrument
with IR channels even slightly outperforms the requirements range for very low IWP values. For Dme the performance is within the scientific mission requirement range,
except for very low IWP. Below approximately 20 g m−2
IWP the retrieval performance for Dme degrades, in parallel with the performance for IWP itself. The same is
true for zme , which is in the requirement range down
to IWP values of approximately 20 g m−2 , below which
errors increase sharply. This behaviour for Dme and zme is
expected, since the retrieval will not be able to assign reliable values to these parameters for clouds that are below
the detection threshold. The retrieval performance for all
three investigated retrieval parameters is therefore judged
to be well within the scientific mission requirement range.
Compared to the last CIWSIR mission proposal
(Buehler, 2005), the prototype instrument lacks the highest frequency channel at 874.4 GHz. As discussed in
more detail in Jiménez et al. (2007), this results in an
instrument with slightly poorer performance for those situations with thin and high clouds containing very small
particles, as is sometimes the case for the tropical simulations. As demonstrated by Figure 11, adding the IR
channels improves notably those retrievals, and results in
an overall better retrieval performance than the instrument with all submillimetre channels but without additional IR channels. The 874.4 GHz channel was dropped,
because based on the simulations it was concluded that it
is more advantageous, from a point of view of retrieval
performance, to have the means of combining IR radiances with the submillimetre radiances measured with
the final configuration of the instrument, rather than having the all-channel instrument but without the possibility
of using IR information in the retrievals.
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Figure 11. Retrieval performance for (a) ice water path, (b) particle size, and (c) cloud altitude, all as a function of the true IWP. Retrieval
results are shown with and without additional infrared channels, as available from Metop. Also shown are results for two different atmospheric
scenarios (midlatitude and tropical). Solid black lines indicate the scientific mission requirement ranges.

4.3. Performance relative to general observation
requirements
The requirements to discuss here are horizontal and vertical resolution, observation cycle and spatial coverage,
diurnal sampling, and observation time period.
4.3.1. Horizontal resolution
The prototype mission concept offers a horizontal resolution of 15 km for most channels, which is within the
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scientific mission requirement range. Because of the large
benefit of higher resolution (it allows a better representation of the cloud structure), the concept suggests an
enhanced resolution of 7.5 km for the highest-frequency
channel, which brings this channel closer to the high
end of the requirement range. This is judged to give a
significant scientific benefit. The footprints overlap by
20%, which is important for data resampling and necessary to fulfill the requirement for spatially continuous
measurements.
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4.3.2. Vertical resolution
Vertical resolution requirements for IWC and Dme profile
quantities are very challenging, due to the limited vertical
scale of clouds. They can not be met with a passive
sensor, thus IWC and Dme profiles should not be primary
mission targets. The vertical resolution of the cloud
altitude retrieval is judged to be useful (see last section),
even though this is not a primary mission target.
4.3.3. Observation cycle and spatial coverage
The prototype scanning geometry, in combination with
a Metop-type orbit, leads to near-global coverage within
24 h. Coverage is not truly global, because there are gaps
at the Equator. This meets the lower end of the scientific
mission requirement range. The impact of the gaps is
somewhat mitigated by the fact that a large part of the
gap areas is in the subtropics, where cloud occurrence is
low (e.g. Wylie et al., 1994).
For midlatitudes the coverage is global within 24 h
and for high latitudes it is global within 12 h. Already at
60° , one sometimes gets coverage by consecutive satellite
passes, which increase in frequency for even higher
latitudes. At 70° , double passes are the rule and triple
passes possible, so that one has at least four observations
per 24 h. However, the usefulness of these more frequent
passes for cloud evolution and daily cycle studies is
limited for a single satellite mission, because the samples
are not evenly distributed in time.
Overall, the prototype mission concept is judged to
meet the observation cycle and coverage requirements. It
is at the lower end of the requirement range in the tropics,
and at the upper end for high latitudes.
4.3.4. Diurnal sampling
The prototype instrument is on a sun-synchronous orbit
and thus meets the requirement for fixed local time
observations, with a local node time error of 30 minutes.
Should the Metop orbit drift, the requirement to fly in
tandem with Metop is judged to be more important than
the requirement of fixed local time.
4.3.5. Data delay
Data delay requirements are not critical, since the proposed mission concept is not primarily for operational
meteorology. Nevertheless, it is expected that meteorological agencies will have a high interest in using the
data, so their needs should be accommodated as far as
possible. For the proposed concept the delay is expected
to be close to 4 h, and thus close to the lower end of the
requirement range for operational NWP. If interest from
the NWP community is strong enough, the addition of
direct broadcast capability should be considered.
4.3.6. Observation time period
The proposed mission lifetime for the prototype concept
is 3 years, somewhat in the middle of the defined
Copyright  2007 Royal Meteorological Society

scientific mission requirement range. From the scientific
point of view, it is highly desirable that a possible longer
lifetime is not unnecessarily inhibited by particular design
choices.

5.

Summary and conclusions

The purpose of this paper was to document a complete
and stable concept for a satellite mission to provide
global cloud ice observations that can resolve the large
discrepancies in cloud ice water content among current
NWP and climate prediction models. In particular, the
paper documents that (a) the scientific requirements for
such a mission were derived in a systematic way, taking
into account earlier exercises, (b) a technically feasible
prototype mission and instrument concept was developed
based on these requirements, and (c) the prototype
concept does actually meet the requirements.
A summary of the scientific mission requirements is
given in Table IV. These requirements were derived by
a three-stage process: first existing requirement estimates
were gathered from the CEOS of the WMO and from
earlier studies. Next, additional requirements for cloud ice
observations for different applications were formulated.
Finally, the concept of breakthrough ranges was used
to derive a comprehensive set of scientific mission
requirements from the pure scientific requirements for
the different applications. The key target parameters
identified in this process were the IWP, zme , and Dme .
The analysis of scientific mission requirements took
into account two types of other cloud ice information:
IWC profiles from active sensors (CPR) and IWP data
from IR sensors. Both other sensor types are complementary to a submillimetre ice sensor, one because it can
deliver high-vertical-resolution profiles, albeit with limited IWC accuracy (especially at large IWP) and limited
horizontal coverage, the other because it can deliver IWP
data for thin cirrus. The core parameters of the developed
mission concept, IWP for all cloud types and Dme , cannot
be delivered by any other sensor type.
The prototype instrument and mission concept is a conically scanning 12-channel radiometer, flying in tandem
with Metop. The highest observation band is observed
by two channels to achieve a higher spatial resolution,
so there are altogether 11 different observation bands.
Tables V and VI summarize the key parameters of the
instrument. Retrieval simulations were used extensively
to test the performance of the prototype instrument and
many other instrument configurations (Jiménez et al.,
2007).
Figure 11 shows a summary of the retrieval performance, relative to the scientific mission requirements.
It demonstrates that the prototype instrument meets the
requirements. It can measure IWP with a relative accuracy of approximately 20% and a detection threshold
of approximately 2 g m−2 . The median mass equivalent sphere diameter of the ice particles can be measured with an accuracy of approximately 30 µm. The
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median IWP cloud altitude can be measured with an accuracy of approximately 300 m. All the above accuracies
are median absolute error values; RMS error values are
approximately twice as high for these simulations, due to
rare outliers.
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